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ABSTRACT

We look for the possibil i ty of embedding the discrete sub-group
of U(l)-Peeci-Quinn symmetry into the continuous one to avoid the domain
wall problem. We find, within some restricted context, that among
various SU(N) models only one-family SU{5) and SU(6).

1. INTRODUCTION:

P. Sikivie pointed out that the existing G.U.Th.s (Grand Unified Theory)

with U(l) symmetry (P.J3. = Pecci and Quinn) suffer from the domain wall
P.Q. ' •

notes that the discrete sub-group of U U ) p Q which is unbroken byproblem.

gluon anomaly gets spontaneously broken by the vacuum expectation values of

scalars and thus creates a domain structure in the Universe, and it has been

argued that the domain structure ia incompatible with the standard cosmology.

C+J

Very recently G. Lazarides and Q. Shafi provided a mechanism of

scyoi-ding the domain wall structure. Before going into the subject of our own

interest let us recapitulate: very briefly th« essential point of their work.

They looked at S0(10) G.U.Th. with U(l) symmetry. The multiplets transform
P.Q.

under U(l) as follows;

*'•'<£

(1)

and *f denote fermion and scalar multiplets respectively and the numbers

denote their dimensions.

U(l) is broken by gluon anomaly and what remains is a discrete Z
P.Q. _ 4

sub-group which is generated by expC 4^;). Then they note that the action of

Z of the fields in eg.(l) is identical with that of the center of SO(10)
A

I j-° 3 J*" f1 f~*. 7"'* ") • Z. ceases to be a genuine discrete symmetry and

thua there is no domain wall problem.

In the present paper we extend their analysis to EU(N) models. As will
/

be shown below all the models which have been studied in the light of axion

suppression mechanism need modification so that the domain wall problem will

be avoided. And we find the solution in two cases, i.e. one-family SU(5)

and SU(6) model within a restricted scheme and another- one based on SU(9)

within a less restricted scheme.
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2. EMBEDDING Z INTO SU(M)

• To search for the possibility of embedding a discrete sub-group into

SU(M) we proceed as follows:

Let us suppose first that a suitable global U(l) is implemented into
P.Q.

a model based on SU(M). then one immediately finds what should be done for

the embedding.

"Sufficient Condition for Embedding"

(2)

Where

: group element of discrete Z

" • " •• S U ( M )

N

J(^ : fundamental representation of SU(M).

"Re-mark"

If Jo, -> g' fa under SU(M) (3)

Where

[ft < : K- times (anti-) symmetrized representation.

The latter is an obvious statement. But it gives a kind of natural way

of assigning the U(l) Charges for fermion multiplets. Namely, if Ĵ  has

Charge one fa.^, h a s Charge two and so on. Make the model that way. {We do not

necessarily have to follow this rule since the discrete phase rotation is

defined only modulo XTL ). The following is the presentation of a simple

procedure of checking if a given model satisfies the sufficient condition.

C51
example 1, SU(5) one-family model

Fermion raultiplets : (.«*

We calculate firstly N(of ZB) by choosing U(1) D charge of Y*. t o b e - 1

N = (number of each multiplet) x U(l)p charge x 3 (H) (Index of representation B)

In our case

N = l x ( - l ) x l t l x 2 x 3 = 5

On the other hand eg.(2) requires;

A suitable 9(SU(M)) can be parametrized as follows;

where X.;s( i * 1, - , M )
M

Inserting eg.(6) into eg.(5), we look for a solution to,

Eg. (8) fixes N for a given M. And if the N fixed by eg. (7) agree- •••ith N

of ZN the embeddinK is completed.

One solutidn to eg.(8) is easily found

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Also we must have,

N (10)

Egs.(9) and (10) give N=5 and it agrees with that of eg.(3). Thus in this

module embedding is possible.

CM
example 2. 3U(6) one-family model. t

Fermion multiplets : 7a., la. }

N (of Z ) = 2 x ( - l ) x l + l x 2 x 4 = 6

For illustration sake we consider two different cases;

(11)
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— X., —
(12)

(13)

WherC

and

representation.

denote 0(1) charges and H denotes twice symmetrized
P .Q.

The first case leads to N=5 disagreeing with eg.(11). However the second

case gives W=6 and is acceptable.

example 3. S0(7)

Fermion multiplets \£ ,

N (of Z } = j 1 x (-1) x l + l x 2 x 5 + l x (-3) x 10 I = 21 (14}

The maximum N we obtain from eg.(7) is seven and disagree with eg.(14). Thus

embedding is not possible in this model.

We have looked at other family-unifying SU(8), SU(9) and SU(ll)

models by assigning the U(l) charges in the way dictated by the remark
P *Q *

(see eg.(3)) and also by choosing them as originally given (the latter includes

SU(5) and SO(6)), and the result is negative.

So far we have only shown that the embedding is possible for SU(5) and

SU(6) models. The next stafie is to complete the models by introducing scalar

fiiiltiplets, which is the subject of the next section.

(We are aware of the fact that our SU(5) models contain only one family.

To incorporate three families does not seem to be possible within our scheme

where we restricted ourselves to SU(N) x U(l)

that only the first family fermions are elementary).

We may simply assume

3. MODIFIED S0(5) AND SU(6) S.U.Th.

In this section we introduce scalars to complete the model.

I. SU(5)

The new S0(5) model consists of :

fermions : fa. ̂  J l / I ( "f 3

scalars : LJ ' ( i . ) ti ^ C L*) li j> (A 3 / f~j ( t
-5-

(15)

U(l) charges are fixed uniquely (apart from overall factor) by introducing
P.Q»

Yukawa and scalar coupling which are non-trivial with respect to 0(1).

(16)

The resulting charges are:

(17)

f,"i r*z
Two of the charges in eg.(17) k, and Aj do not follow the rule mentioned

in eg.(3). This is perfectly acceptable as long as they transform appropriately

with respect to discrete transformation. In fact it is easy to see that they

satisfy the embedding condition:

(18)

Onder S0(5)
->

-> Hi
(19)

Therefore the model does escape the problem of domain wall structure.

symmetry gets completely broken by ^ and n will become

invisible due to
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II. SU(6) G.U.Th. 4. DISCUSSION

scalars
if.) <f,'> Cp iAl} /WiW «

Ck.) (V) <k*> (L*L) '

(20)

where [a,bl and {St.b} denote twice anti-svmmetrized and symmetrized representations.

Yukaza and scalar couplings

(21)

These couplings fix U(l) as follows:

(22)

and /JJ do not follow the rule - eg.(14) but satisfies;

Under Z

Under S0(6)

H e

(23)

(24)

which breaks SU(6) down to SU(5).

° < /y ̂ ^ ^ / o'

-7-

We have shown that among various models based an SU(H) One-family

SU(5) and SU(6) model allow the embedding of Z subgroup of U(l) into

8U(H) and thus avoid the domain wall problem pointed out by P. Sikivie.

However it should be noted that our embedding is a restricted one, as stated

in the beginning. To go beyond that leaves us with too much arbitrariness and

we have not carried out thorough investigation for such a general case. So

far we have found only one model zhich allows the embedding and whose charge

assignnent for ferciion multiplets is unconventional. It may serve as a guidance

for a more complete analysis and thus let us present its content below:

A new SU(9) model:

feraion multiplets :

scalar multiplets:

Yakawa and scalar couplings;

(Is L ) J^ , J
US')

The U(l) charges turn out to be

«kt
U7)

hl(V
N(of Z ) = 4 x 1 x (-1°) + 1 x 7 x (-2) + 1 x 2 1 x 3 = 9

Thus the model allows embedding. We also note that this model contains two

families.

- 8 -
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In closing th« discussion we would like to point out that;

Apart from the family problem there ia an unnaturalnees in our solution.

Namely, the implementation of 0(l)_ ia not natural in the sens* th*t th«
p.g.

moat general form of Yukawa and scalar couplings destroys U(l) , We have
P.Q.

not found a model with "natural" U(U other than SU(9) and SU(ll) models.

These models, however, suffer from the domain wall problem. We would have

to find a more definite answer to how and why U(l) symmetry appears in the

unified theories.
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